1. Introduction

Dance is a practical discipline. In its teaching process, most knowledge and skills and information need students to imitate and feel the teacher's dancing actions. The practical and strong dance teaching is very difficult, like the teaching of other subjects, to adopt modern educational methods such as network teaching and distance teaching. Because in these teaching methods, students only by watching the action teaching video for learning, it is difficult to obtain the performance of dance movements, emotions and feel personally on the scene, the teachers and students to study the effect of action can not be timely evaluation and feedback. At the same time, the traditional classroom teaching method is limited by time and space after all, and the students' review of learning content will be affected after class. The application of virtual reality technology provides the possibility to solve these problems to a great extent. Virtual reality technology, as a new human-machine interaction method in the computer field, can provide users with a three-dimensional virtual world similar to the real world. It has the characteristics of immersion, interaction and imagination. Virtual reality system can through the helmet, gloves and other equipment to receive input from a user action or other instruction information processing in the system and influence by some output devices on people's visual, auditory and tactile sense, makes people like some behavior in the real world the same feeling. In recent years, virtual reality technology has gradually entered the vision of the educators, and has achieved rapid development in the field of education and teaching reform. Especially in some practical subject education, the application of virtual reality technology has been paid more attention by the educators. In the traditional way of education, students can only acquire knowledge through practice, and the learning process can be completed in virtual environment, which greatly reduces the cost of practice teaching, and also solves the problem of time and space limitation in traditional practice teaching. Dance teachers have also begun to realize the advantages of virtual reality technology in dance teaching.

2. Analysis of Current Situation of the Application of Virtual Reality Technology in Dance Teaching

Virtual reality system can feedback participants' actions and create participants' immersive feelings in the virtual world, so it has been applied in the field of motion training for a long time. Movement training and dance teaching has great similarity, the development of virtual reality system in the field of training action started earlier, the foundation for the development of virtual
reality system of dance teaching, the author first on action training in the field of virtual reality practice simple comb. After the application of virtual reality design into motion capture technology, human-computer interaction level has been greatly improved, because in the virtual reality system can introduce some elements of the game, players can get more fun action in human-computer interaction, achieve better effect of training. Some virtual reality application systems are devoted to the replacement of the traditional teaching methods of teachers and apprenticeship by the new way of action training. Using action capture technology, the computer system can track the learner's action track and supervise and correct it. The experiment of the project group shows that some recruits have made obvious progress in the training of attack and defense after the training of virtual reality system. This shows that the feedback information of the virtual system can play a role in action learning.

The practice of virtual reality in the field of training more action in teaching methods, human-computer interaction, technology and other aspects of the first attempt, for the development and design of virtual reality system applied in dance teaching has laid a certain foundation in theory and technology. Currently, researchers have carried out the research and development of virtual reality system for dance teaching. The timing vibration device is mainly used to remind the time point of the learner's action, while the self shifting screen shows the specific process of the action to the learner. The system will generate a real-time virtual image on the screen based on the actions of learners, so that learners can observe the difference between their actions and teaching actions. The eight villages have developed a set of dance training on the basis of the integration of action capture and virtual reality technology. Learners need to wear a helmet mounted display. The picture in the monitor is made up of the virtual images of the two dances, one is the action image of the professional dancer, and the other is the virtual image composed by the learner's own dance movements. Through the contrast of two virtual images, the learners can easily find the difference between their actions and the movements of the professional dancers. In this system, the imitating action of learners is synchronized with the action of virtual images, which, to a certain extent, also requires higher learners' experience. The user needs to wear a special suit to capture the action information, and then imitate the dance movements of the virtual teacher to learn the dance. After the imitation system will be completed, to learn the user's feedback, including the completion of the fractional degree of feedback, will be compared to dance dance users virtual image and virtual teachers and find out the action on the wrong part of each part of the action. Because this teaching system is more detailed in setting up the action capture point, so the system can collect enough data to feedback and evaluate the learning situation of users. At present, the practice of virtual reality system in dance teaching in China is just beginning, and the development of the system is not only for dance teaching, but also has many functions such as choreography, dance production and so on. In addition, the development practice of virtual reality system for a particular style of dance has also become the characteristic of the research in this field.

Users can arrange choreography in 3D animation. On the basis of virtual dance simulation visual system, the computer aided teaching of Dance Majors can also be carried out. The user can use the system to learn the choreography or dance movement of the dance according to its own needs. Users can also set the number of virtual dancing figures according to their needs, including music and scenes, even dancing images. The 3D dance visualization system mainly focuses on the application design of choreography, although it has the function of computer aided dance teaching, but the function is relatively simple. Guo Jin and others used the technology of dance virtual reality in the study of robot dance. The team first analyzed the rules and methods of robot dance movements in computer system, and established the database of key frames of dance movements. The transition function of the key frame of the dance movement is used to test the transition and smooth of the robot's dance movement. The experiment uses the NOBODY robot dance video to realize the dance animation of a three-dimensional virtual human skeleton model of the imitation robot. Study on Virtual Simulation of Chen Qixiang et al of dance oriented chime to chime movement style on the basis of the research and development of dedicated chime dance virtual system, in order to make the development of library system arrangement and provide basis for the
3. Design Requirements of Virtual Reality System in Dance Teaching

The design of virtual reality system applied to dance teaching should meet the following requirements:

First, the virtual reality system of dance teaching should enable the participants of the teaching to produce real experience. Because dance teaching has a strong practicality, teaching process needs to be vivid, and teachers' subtle movements and expressions will have an impact on teaching effect and students' psychology. Therefore, for the virtual reality system of dance teaching must be able to make teaching participants as in dance classroom experience, that is to make students in the virtual world of data generated as learning to dance in the middle of the classroom illusion, so as to make the students devote themselves to learning the dance. If the virtual reality system does not reach such a requirement, it will distract the user's attention, and it is difficult to immerse people in the learning atmosphere of the dance. In order to achieve this goal, the virtual reality system applied in dance teaching should be on the user's senses of sight, hearing, touch and other forms of stimulation, and fully mobilize the human sensory organs, make the teaching process to stimulate the effect is closer to the traditional teaching mode, the user's real experience personally on the scene. Secondly, the virtual reality system, which is applied to dance teaching, can provide users with real-time and convenient means of human-computer interaction, and the operation is simple and practical. A simple and practical operating system is also a prerequisite for users to produce real experience. Users can easily input their dance motion information into the system, and get real-time feedback information from virtual reality system, allowing users to make timely adjustments. In order to meet the requirements for virtual reality system, the dance teaching must have real-time and convenient means of human-computer interaction, no delay, computer equipment but also to have the ability of high-speed computing to deal with a large amount of data, or when people interact with the computer will appear obvious time delay, will make users different from the traditional teaching mode of psychological experience and realistic influence in the process of teaching, reduce the teaching effect.

To learn a dance, students first need to see the professional dance demonstration. Therefore, presentation is also the most basic functional requirement of the virtual reality system of dance teaching. In addition to the need for animations in the initial observation stage, the animation presentation of virtual teachers also needs to appear on the screen for students to learn during the stage of student imitation. Just observe the dynamic 3D image of dance also not highlight the virtual reality system in the field of dance teaching, dance teaching should also be able to real-time virtual reality system of students of dance movements captured and presented on the screen, the students also need to imitate dance and dance compared virtual teacher to find out the differences, so we can better feedback on students' learning behavior, improve students' learning effect. Scientific guidance is of great importance for improving students' learning efficiency and learning efficiency. The virtual reality system of dance teaching can achieve the guidance of students' learning behavior through various ways of feedback. Dance teaching of virtual reality system feedback can include: comparative observation system presents the students' dance, dance and dance students observe virtual teacher (such as the action part differences marked in red), scores of time periods of parts, etc. In order to meet the above requirements and functional requirements, the virtual reality system of dance teaching should consist of four elements: three dimensional mapping system, action matching system, dance action database and motion capture system. The motion capture system is used to obtain the action of the user information, and by the action, system will be compared with the movements of data in the database, and the 3D graphics system is responsible for the image obtained according to the dance dance teacher virtual database generated dance image and motion capture system users appear on the screen to make visualization.
4. Application Prospect of Virtual Reality Technology in Dance Teaching

The wide application of virtual reality technology in the field of education is an inevitable trend of future education development. The rapid development of virtual reality technology will lead the development direction of educational reform. For the more practical dance discipline, it is more affected. The vividness and immediacy of the dance teaching will have a key influence on the students' learning effect. Although traditional teaching has all these advantages, it can not adapt well to the requirements of education and teaching in the information age. Video teaching alone has stripped the vitality of dance teaching itself, and its effect is not satisfactory. The application of virtual reality technology in the field of dance teaching can solve these problems to a large extent, the information age teaching method and traditional dance teaching to combine the advantages of both maintained a vivid and contemporary teaching, and make the dance teaching itself breakthrough the limitation of time and space, so that it can better adapt to the development of the future direction of education. Virtual reality technology will have broad development space in the field of dance education and teaching in the future. Especially in the digital teaching reform of dance, virtual reality technology will play an unprecedented important role.

On the one hand, the development and utilization of virtual reality system used in dance teaching makes it possible for the distance education of dance. Compared with other subjects teaching, dance teaching practice is more prominent, more dependent on the traditional classroom communication between teacher and student's oral teaching. Therefore, in many subjects, distance education has formed a mature mode today, and the distance teaching of dance education is slow to start. A mature virtual reality system of dance teaching can act on the senses of teachers and students in an all-round way, so that they can get almost the same teaching experience as traditional classroom. The remote education which can be used in distance education is convenient and flexible, but also for the learners to bring full sensory experience, greatly improve the distance education dance teaching effect, so that this new digital teaching means into the dance education fields possible. On the other hand, the development and utilization of virtual reality system for dance teaching can also greatly improve the current teaching level of dance class, improve students' learning efficiency and improve teaching effectiveness. Due to the limitation of teaching resources and teaching time and space, there is a limited number of repetitions in the same classroom teaching content, so it is difficult for students to have repeated exercises under the guidance of teachers. Dance teaching virtual reality system that classroom teaching resources become a kind of digital resources, students can repeatedly watch in class exercises, and can provide the system according to the feedback data constantly adjust their own learning process, the realization of this process will greatly promote the students' learning effect from.

From the perspective of this research, the research and development of virtual reality system in dance teaching in the world is in the ascendant, but not enough attention has been paid in the field of educational technology in China. From the theoretical point of view, the development of virtual reality system for dance teaching still needs more theoretical research as support. From a technical perspective, the development of virtual reality system of dance teaching needs more talents and financial support.
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